
STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
 

DATE: December 08, 2020 
 

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Brandy C., at 6:31 pm with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.  
 

Brandy shared her screen of the Agenda 
 

Woodie did Roll Call/Committees Present: 
Chairperson  Brandy C. 
Vice Chair       Connie WM. 
Treasurer              Lauren N. 
Secretary Elect    Jeri F. 
Unity Meeting     Andrew M. 
Plain & Straight  Christy 
Anniversary         OPEN 
Where & When  Ginny  
Helpline               Cari 
Website                Evan 
Treasurer Elect    Woodie S. 

 
Not Present: 
Picnic                                         Mirco Z. 
Maintenance (as Needed)  John 
Tech Consultant (as needed)  Shannan 
Central Office Mgr.                      Accepting Applications 
Gratitude Dinner:                          Rick Stepped down today 
Speaker Exchange                     Rob stepped down tonight  

 
Brandy, welcomed all new Chairs and asked them to introduce themselves.  
Beginning with Woodie as incoming Treasurer. She has celebrated 38 yrs. of Sobriety Dec 2nd. Has been Treasurer before and looking 
forward to taking on the Treasurer roll. Experienced with Quick books and Microsoft Office. Computer savvy. 
Jeri, incoming Secretary, got sober Feb. 22, 1980, this is new and looking forward to being involved.  
Plain and Straight editor, Christy, looking forward to doing this position, have done it once before. Sober Aug 22, 2017. This is up my alley 
and looking forward to fine tuning it.  
Evan as incoming Web Chair, sobriety date is April 21, 2019, jumped at the opportunity to do more service, computer savvy with tech, 
looking forward to helping out where ever he can. 
Ginny as in coming Where & When chair, sober since 1994, have served several home groups as Intergroup rep. Real Estate Broker by trade 
for the last 30 yrs. Sponsors quite a bit which keeps me occupied. 
Cari as the incoming helpline Chair, Sobriety date is January 1, 2018, new role starts on 3 yr. anniversary, excited about the helpline, one of 
the things in AA that is so vital.  Helpline has a special place in my heart. Been in sales for many years and I talk a lot on the phone with 
people. Looking forward to working with everyone. 
 
Chair person’s Statement:  
Welcome and thank you to those of you who have stepped up into service for Pinellas County Intergroup. The outpour of support 
from the community has been inspiring- there are many to thank. This past month has brought unexpected and unprecedented 
changes to the steering committee, executive committee, and the Central Office. I want to take this time to offer my sincerest 
thank you and appreciation to Woodie and Connie who have both gone above and beyond the call of duty to keep the business open 
and moving forward. I have a short list of transition steps we have taken thus far, keep in mind this is just a brief snippet of what 
has really been going on behind the scenes. 

1. Recruited, trained, and staffed central office with qualified volunteers ensuring central office coverage. 
2. Recovered passwords from Bluehost for the website and branded emails. 
3. Filed an amended annual return to effect a change in officers. 
4. Searched central office for missing business records and contracts.  Contacting vendors for information (ongoing) 
5. Finalized official transfer of banking account and signatory authority to Chair.  
6. Held emergency executive meeting to confirm retention of professional consultant to develop former employee separation 

lettera safeguarding and limiting liability exposure to non-profit PCI.  Separation letters officially request return of all 
non-profit records, equipment, and materials; document absenteeism since November 17; and, document failure to 
communicate planned absenteeism with the Steering since November 16.  Hence, PCI considers former manager to have 
voluntarily quit and/or abandoned their position. 

7. Began reaching out to Central Office Manger applicants and have scheduled 5 interviews for this week. 
8. Developed and re-wrote scope and practices for various old and new positions needing attention. 
9. Read, reread, debated, and discussed the issues and OUR roles and duties in regards to the changes according to the 

bylaws. 
10. Looking at how we can best move forward. 

I want everyone to keep in mind that some of this is unchartered territory due to the disarray and state of affairs in the office, and 
we are all working to move forward with as little disruption to serving alcoholics daily as best we can. The level of experience that 
has come from Connie and Woodie have been priceless to me in this time and I hope each and every one of you take the time to 



thank them. I invite you to spend time in our Central Office volunteering and see first hand what support is needed, it is important 
to be in the office for a better understanding. 
 
Committee Reports: 
Questions held by all members until all reports are read. 
 
Treasurers Report: Woodie - Reports are below 
Lauren has asked Woodie to go ahead and give the report. Short report because we have a lot of other things to cover; Woodie has 
shared her screen of the report.  
Interesting things have happened this year because of Covid, we thought it was going to be down but Lauren went on the webpages and 
letting groups know we need the help. Groups and people really helped 
Group Contributions are more than last year,  
Unity meeting contributions have went down due to people having to go on PayPal or the AA site. A few people do but most people 
aren’t. 
Individual/Personal contributions have went up 
Medallion sales and Where & When sales are a little bit less-not terrible 
Big chunk of income comes from the three events Gratitude Dinner, Picnic and Anniversary dinner. 2020 we did not have a Picnic or 
Gratitude Dinner. Anniversary dinner did happen. Our income is down. Sales of T-shirts were under what we paid for, nothing could be done 
Year to date comparisons about that 
Gross profit $75,000 netting out operating expenses 
Looking to get a better price 
Website is pretty good-prepaid for 3 years, should stay about the same 
Some of the expense are being looked at to lower, this will be broke down more when we get into the budget 
Some of the expenses look a little bit high 
Total expenses was $69,000, $75,000 Net income of six thousand dollars 
Prudent Reserve distributing that was sent to New York, Area  
Lauren, Brandy, Connie and Woodie really reworked went over the numbers quite a bit 
We have reports on the groups and what was contributed 
 
Central Office Manager’s Report: 
Currently vacant – Brandy expressed that there is a lot of work to be done and a lot of volunteers are needed. Please announce this at 
meetings. Volunteer yourself. 
Ginny asked what kind of volunteers?  
Brandy, we need people that understand computers or answer phones. We will be getting together on a Saturday or Sunday to go through 
the top floor and organize it. Colleen has helped a bunch.  
 
Unity Meeting Report: Andrew 
In the month of November, we had four meetings. Total of 71 people, total basket donations were $30.00 
December 12/5, we have the End of the Rainbow group, this coming Saturday we have Treasure Island Steppers,  
Thank you for letting me be of service 
Brandy, would it be possible to meet at the Office to go over zoom, not that we aren’t going to continue to support you. 
Andrew, getting ready to retire, so maybe I could help out volunteering 
 
Plain & Straight Report: Christy 
Meeting with Missy on Thursday to go over, doing the final one. She asked me to do the anniversaries to go in. a suggestion about putting in 
sober holiday’s, special during pandemic. There was anything on the events page about Alco-thons. Would like to put on volunteers 
needed. Plain & Straight is ready, need to find out where it is. 
 
Where & When Report: Ginny 
Ginny has logged in and printed out everything.  
Brandy asked Woodie if there has been a lot of changes. Ginny will have a report next week when we meet.  
  
Helpline/12 Step Report: Cari – Report is below 
The missed calls aren’t really missed, they are always called back. Talking with Dave and inquiring what else needs to be covered, if we 
could find out the Office hours to be sure we have the phones covered. Also, sending out texts to all the hotline volunteers asking for events 
that maybe going on and make a list and send back out for everyone to know what’s going on and when. 
I will get with David on how to get a breakdown of what’s being answered in the office and what’s being answered by helpline. After 6:00 
it would be helpline. I will try to get the data for everything that’s not between 10:00am and 6:00pm 
Brandy really like the 11 seconds response time  
Connie, for the things that are coming in from the hot button on District, for like bridging the gap, treatment, helpline and 12 steps are they 
directed to the intergroup office number? How are they handled? 
Cary, I will ask Dave but I think everything funnels through our hotline. I will confirm. 
Christy is saying that bridging the Gap is District and has it’s own number. 
Connie, it does but David gets the emails from the District, you know what lets table this for another conversation. 
Cary, I will find out as much as I can. 
 
Website Report: Evan 
Brandy, Evan is just getting started. PayPal is up and running. 
Woodie, I will get with Evan on the many things that can be enhanced and changed to make it so much better. We have a lot of 
capability that we are not using. 



Evan, ever since I’ve got the email logins, there’s only one event about an Alco-thon going on at Back Porch am I the only 
one getting the events submission? 
Woodie, no you shouldn’t be, maybe the group has it set up to be sent to the web chair. Please forward to Plain & Straight 
for the next issue and yes, the Web Chair should get these. 
Evan, there was also a meeting deletion 
Woodie, the Where & When chair should get those but the web chair will be making the changes. 
Evan, looking forward to doing all of this. 
 
Picnic Report, Anniversary Report, Gratitude Dinner Report 
No Chairs, yet. We’ll keep looking to fill these positions 
 
Speaker Exchange Report: 
No Chair, everyone can announce at meetings and hopefully will get this filled. Rob said he would stand in until someone has filled the spot 
Brandy expressed that was a beautiful thing and loved that transition 
 
Brandy entertained a motion to adopt all reports to incorporate into intergroup meeting for 3rd Monday of the month  
Woodie accepted and Ginny 2nd 
All in favor – all 
No opposed 
 
Old Business: 
 
2021 Budget  
Woodie has brought the budget and has shared her screen. See below for report 
Woodie: We reviewed the November numbers in the Treasurer report and projecting out the 2021 budget to the end of the year to 
compare this year with last year to get a decent budget figure. Looking at 2020, comparing to the 2019 and came up with a figure that 
should be doable, a little conservative. We don’t know how the year will play out due to Covid, it was hard to come up with numbers, so 
we may have to reevaluate it in six months. Anniversary dinner will not be happening in 2021, hopefully we will be able to have a Gratitude 
Dinner and a Picnic. The other items are the normal sales in the Office and the cost of goods. Woodie has figured out a percentage of 
each item to get the projected cost good for the budget. Total income of $125,000 – Cost of goods at $49,000   
Now we go into our expenses and payroll expense is lower, we are not sure how much lower that it’s going to be, so coming up with a 
number that is realistic being less than, in 2020. The rest of the expenses hold pretty much the same as prior years. 
Payroll software costs, cloud backup and storage, both software items, these were pulled out put under the umbrella of software to have a 
better understanding of what is being spent on software 
there are things that get renewed each year QuickBooks, carbonite cloud backup and a couple of other things, comes to about $1,500 a 
year.  
Rent – could be increased in the coming year because it’s not been increased for a couple of years.  
Small equipment & furnishing, another account and took some of the stuff that was either in office expense or repair & maintenance and 
really should have been in Small equipment & furnishing. Just to get a better idea of where our money is going so it could be budgeted for 
it, about $1,000. Computer are pretty new and we have more than enough printers. Do not feel like we need anything more at this time.  
Where & When is a set fee for 7,000 copies  
Plain & Straight is bad because of Covid and we can’t hand them out to groups, were handed out in batches of 25 to intergroup reps and 
the meeting. Now when people come into the Office we’re asking them to take them to their groups and meetings they go to. There has 
been found in the back room of Central Office boxes and boxes of old Plain & Straights that were printed but never distributed. We are 
getting a great price of $130 for however many we get (could not remember the exact amount). Hate to see that much paper wasted. 
Looking to see if we can get that cost down 
Answering Service is up in the air because of some issues with Ring Central and how much it costs. We only have one telephone in the 
Office right now which negates the whole idea of have a volunteer come in and answer the phone because they have to sit at the front 
desk. Looking to get a second phone or change it, that expense could vary. This is going to be addressed. 
Everything else pretty much stays the same. We are looking at an income of 5,771, projected that we’d be able to donate 5,800 and gives 
us a balances budget of zero. Done with the budget. 
 
Brandy, the negative number we came up with this year, we are not actually in the negative, it just dipped into our prudent reserve for a 
minute. Thank you Woodie, any questions? 
 
Brandy entertained a motion to except the budget to bring to the intergroup meeting.  
Connie made a motion that this annual budget be brought to intergroup body for adoption and Ginny 2nd 
All in favor – all 
No opposed 
 
Central Office: 
Brandy, what is being done to move forward, I have some of this and Woodie has some of this. We need volunteers, there is lots of stuff to 
go through. Stacks and stacks of books, pamphlets, events, etc. upstairs to go through and organize. Banks accounts need to be gone 
through. Woodie quick question: did you create an online banking and all that? Woodie, yes 
 
Brandy, very overwhelming, Woodie has order books, we need an inventory done, but can’t get that done unit the office is straightened 
out. There are lots and lots of stuff, there is a total of nine printers, three laminating machines. We don’t need that many, we can donate 
them or sell them. We cannot be taking depreciation on them if they are not working. Files need to be gone through.  At this time we 
cannot find any current contract files or operating manuals.  



We are going to need to form an Ad Hoc committee to look into Ring Central and what’s going to happen moving forward as there are 
performance and phone line issues. The former Helpline Chair eluded to one of our Officers that making changes would be costly and the 
services we were of the impression we had purchased might not be what we think it is, - second phone lines and equipment will drive the 
cost to go way up. Trying to find the contract on this and contracts for so many missing things. Going to talk to the people at the American 
Business Center.  
Other contracts: Square Carbonite 
  
Woodie, Tech Soup is a company that sells Technology to non-profits at a discount 
 
Brandy, Plain & Straight on my list and looking to being online rather than wasting the paper. Only one phone in the office which makes it 
interesting when you have two people, one person checking out customers at the front desk and the phone ringing. That was changed 
when the phones were change to voice over Internet protocol as opposed to having traditional landline and was not communicated 
clearly to steering committee.  .  
The same office committee will address that if the committees are adopted by the body.   If not we will need to suggest an adhoc 
committee, the amount of disarray in the office is overwhelming and needs support from our community. 
 
 
Office Manager Applications: 
Brandy, we have been receiving applications for the Officer Manager Positions. In accordance with PCI Bi-Laws, the Steering Committee 
duties include the hiring of the office manager. One interview was done prior to tonights meeting. Brandy apologizes for that and suggests 
that we can re-interview her if steering committee members would like. Moving forward, discussion on including a zoom link for steering 
committee members to join in remaining interviews to finalize selection of central office manager.   
 
There is a link that Brandy will email to everyone with all the applications to look them. In the email, there are the times that have been set 
up for the interviews, anybody is welcome to attend via zoom or in person, if in person wear a mask. 
If you’d like to attend via zoom, let Brandy know the night before so she can set that up. All the applicants have been notified that is how 
this will be done if people want to be involved. We will pick our candidate to bring selection to intergroup body for resolution.  In PCI bi-
laws, central office manager is finalized by resolution.  Brandy expressed desire to have this as part of December’s PCI agenda. 
 
Ginny, where are the people coming from, is the job posted somewhere? 
 
Brandy, job is posted on the website and there is a downloadable application to fill out or it can be filled out with adobe on your 
computer. 
 
Connie, there is an alternative, we can bring a laptop in the room to do zoom 
 
Brandy, yes, I will bring my laptop because the computers in the Office doesn’t have a camera. Also we need to talk about the Covid 
numbers going up. We’ve talked about possibly doing curbside pickup. It has all been so overwhelming, walk into the Office and you’ll see 
what I’m talking about. 
 
Connie - to assist with the interview process, we have created a list of set questions to use and an interview evaluation form so in affect, we 
have a structured apples to apples process.  
 
Officer Manager Position description: 
Brandy, we are working on an office manager position description that has changed over the years. This is going to be emailed and if 
anybody has any changes noting them, grooming it and getting it together that way. Watch for it in your email, we’d like to possibly bring it 
to Intergroup this month or next month. 
 
Ginny, is it the description that you sent with the minutes? 
 
Brandy, part of it, we don’t have all the duties and responsibilities or the paid time off. An idea rather than granting a bunch of paid time 
off is comp time based on the hours worked. 
 
Connie, we have paid time off based on tenure, position requires manager attends Intergroup and District meetings. We don’t pay 
overtime so comp time is provided for that. The update is to revise the office manager’s scope and practice on the PCI webpage. This 
update cleans up employment at will; supervision and oversight by Executive Committee, Steering Committee and Intergroup body.  
Specifically denotes how all central office operations are overseen by the Steering Committee, manager directly reports to executive 
committee, and that the Intergroup body adopts the salary benefits, hours and the duties of the Central Manager by resolution.  Verbatim 
from PCI Bi-Laws- basically updating scope in practice to marry it back to the resolutions. When you look at what Brandy sent out, the 
composition match the Bi-Laws. The duties are still being ironed out due to many outstanding and/or old issues.  Such as at one time there 
was much less volunteer coordinator work that the Central Manager needed to oversee. And I think tonight there will be discussion on 
bringing back the former volunteer coordinator positions to not only support the central office, but our other service chairs as well. Which is 
one of the reasons the central manager position description is still in draft form – I think the details will all change based on the outcome of 
tonight.   
 
Ginny, some of the things on here like requirements of 3 years continuous sobriety, so does the non-profit fall under something else, legally? 
Because it’s part of the job description. There’s personal question I couldn’t ask during an interview because it feel under fair labor 
standard. 
 
Connie, it’s a non-profit recovery organization, it is fair that recovery is a job requirement for the position. Falls in the same arena as physical 
job requirements for an advertised position which is all good as long as it is disclosed in advance.  Are you thinking this could be construed 



as a disability issue?  I’m pretty sure under fair labor recovery requirements would be deemed different than an addiction concern such as 
with an employee relations issue. However, in tonight’s agenda there is a planned discussion on using a professional consultant, might be 
good business to verify this as well and make sure that box is checked. 
 
Brandy, is there anything else in old business? Ginny I’m going to address that in a minute. 
 
New Business: 
Brandy, I‘m going skip over the Volunteer Coordinator. When the former Office Manager turned over his keys to Christy on a Sunday and 
said I’m done, we had Intergroup Monday night. I did the amended annual report on Tuesday because we needed to move forward with 
business, we no longer had the Chairperson listed as the Chair on the corporate documentation, just her and Matt were registered agents. 
That needed to transpire quickly. Got the paperwork back Wednesday. Woodie carried out business. What needs to happen is there needs 
to be an official letter of separation for both former employees. There are missing files, there is possibly a missing laptop and missing cell 
phones. Receipts were found for the laptop, we don’t know about the cell phones – we are still going through bank statements. A letter 
needs to be sent out about any property belonging to Pinellas County Intergroup and a formal request for its return. 
Woodie has discovered a credit card. Therefore, I convened an emergency executive meeting with Lauren, Connie and I to engaged a 
Professional consultant; she is an employment attorney. Brandy drafted letters and we need to send them to the consultant for finalizing. 
We have provided her a retainer of $1,500 with the understanding it will be significantly less as she invoices in 10-minute intervals; and she 
will return what is not spent. Which is why I have drafted the letters so there’s less billable hours, I will ask Ginny’s question that she proposed. 
I want to make sure we all understand the consultant is not engaged to address unemployment.  She is retained to ensure as officers we 
execute our due diligence to protect the corporation from potential wrongful termination claims and/or law suits etc. And anything that’s 
missing, say there is credit card charges, not saying there is going to be. We’d be liable and we need to protect Pinellas County Intergroup 
501c3 from that. That’s where we’re going with that.  I’m going to write down Ginny’s questions. 
 
Ginny, I would have her eye your description once we finalize it, can you take a quick look at this without taking too much time. 
 
Brandy, I will put her on the clock, ask what kind of increments she bills.  
We are not looking to break the bank just want to cover ourselves. It’s not about fighting anything but making sure we’re moving forward 
correctly. 
 
Ginny, I think Connie is correct, you have to put some sort of compensation because salary people are supposed to get paid regardless of 
the 40 hours. Anything over 40 hours needs to be compensated. Do we really need the Manager to be at those meeting? Because they 
basically pass out the packages to the groups which any of us could do because we’re already there early. 
 
Woodie, I think we need to move on or get a committee to do further work on it. 
 
Brandy, Ginny, I’ll touch base with you because it sounds like you have some HR experience, we’ll work together moving forward.  
And moving on, we are looking to implement a volunteer coordinator, this whole thing has taught us that we need somebody to be in 
charge of volunteers and it can’t be the person who is running the office. What we are looking for is an Intergroup Volunteer Coordinator, I 
will send this out after the meeting.  
*There is a copy of the Intergroup Volunteer Coordinator document is below. 
 
Woodie, I talked to Laurie and she brought up some good points. Once we have an Office Manager in place, they would be the one to do 
the volunteer coordinating, also once the slots are filled and we have a system going, there wouldn’t be a lot more to do. I’m not sure if we 
need a permanent coordinator or not.  
 
Connie, depends on if you want grow that into more than just coordinating volunteers for Central Office. What I mean by that is, we have a 
volunteer coordinator and an Alternate on the Treatment committee. Not only do they coordinate volunteers, they also help with the 
Treatment committee as a whole, executive officers and the business meeting needs of the Treatment Center. They also coordinate a list of 
volunteers for speaking, bridging the gap people, 12 step people, the volunteer coordinator is for all the services Treatment Center 
provides. So maybe the volunteer coordinator could expand to cover all the services of Intergroup? So, it not just Office coverage, so that 
means the position could be a chair and alternate?  Our coordinator also collects information from when new people come to the 
meeting.  In treatment we ask them to put their name, telephone number and email in the chat so the volunteer coordinator can adds 
them to the database/list. 
 
Woodie, we do want to look into that more. 
 
Brandy, do we want to discuss the possibility of curbside pickup, I had a volunteer tell me she can no longer volunteer, she 70 yrs. old and 
said we have bad ventilation. And that’s what we’re getting is a lot of older people. Other than wipes in the Office, there’s no protocol 
being done and there’s volunteers in and out. We have people coming in touching books and things. The less contact is going to be best. 
 
Connie, is there a way we can get this on the webpage to say what those steps would be? Call, give order on the phone, pay over the 
phone with credit card and then coordinate the curbside pickup. How would that look? 
 
Woodie, we need an Ad Hoc committee to figure all that out. 
 
Connie, I’m all for putting a contingency plan in place and getting some people together to put those details together because the devils 
always in the details before things can run smoothly. 
 
Brandy, do we want to bring that to the body or do that here in Steering? 
 
Ginny, this would need to be brought to the body. Is there a way for people to order online and pay online?  



 
Connie, no, all telephone 
 
Ginny, is that difficult to add Evan? 
 
Evan, I’ve never done that but I could figure it out. There are plenty of third party outfits that run secure payments. 
 
Woodie, there are plugins for word press, shopping carts that are available. 
 
Ginny, that would prevent us from taking in a lot of cash 
 
Evan, might get more orders, too. 
 
Brandy, we will bring this to the body for everyone’s agreement for curbside pickup, looking into how that would be done and creating an 
online store.  
 
Intergroup rep contact information required for 2021 Executive Committee. We propose that we adopt the format similar to District and 
forward agenda in advance to the Intergroup Rep’s. Agenda to include steering committee proposed motions such as what we just 
discussed for Intergroup consideration. I know one of the things that has been a problem since Covid started is that we do not have a 
current list of Intergroup reps for Pinellas County. When we were meeting in the person there were sign in sheets and we cannot find them 
in the office. I had asked the former assistant manager who had used these sheets to make a list says she doesn’t have them. Moving 
forward we would like to put a form on the website or something along those lines so we have those lists and can send stuff out. 
 
Woodie, Intergroup reps are constantly changing. 
 
Ginny, can we capture that when a group calls in to add there name to the Where & When and ask them who’s their Intergroup Rep and 
their contact info? I think the groups should be responsible for updating Central Office of this information for communication. 
 
Woodie, that would be wonderful but in my experience in the past, that it’s a big obstacle to overcome to keep updated, but we can try. 
Maybe we could come up with a different system. 
 
Connie, has anyone look to see if our groups have a webpage? This is a way to reach out through webpage. We could send a message to 
the groups about who is there Intergroup Rep or GSR. This wouldn’t be an easy path. Have we looked through the Where & When to see 
who might have a webpage? 
 
Evan, most groups don’t have a webpage. 
 
Andrew, we are going to have an Intergroup meeting Monday night, that would be a start. They sign in and are listed as the Rep, we could 
ask who the Alternate is and try to get contacts, is there someone that could write that down? Where & When’s go out quarterly the names 
could be written below the group’s name, although it would be a lot of work to change each quarter. 
 
Connie, maybe the tech committee could attend the meeting and they could send in the chat room to individual messages and say we 
are updating our information. 
 
Ginny, if we put this on an excel spreadsheet, it would be easier to maintain, to look up, to add and delete information. Starting with 
putting all the groups that are registered in the when & where and to contact when coming into the Intergroup meeting and enter their 
contact information. It’s a start at least. 
 
Brandy, we’ll try the best we can to gather that information. 
 
Jeri, looks like the Where & When is built on excel? Can whoever is going to take that on make a list from that.  
 
Woodie, It’s not on excel it’s directly from the website 
 
Ginny, if I can export it, I can work on it in excel? 
 
Jeri, I can help you Ginny with the information 
 
Woodie, I would have to export it because I’m admin, I will email it to you. 
 
Brandy, does anybody have anything else. Okay let close 
 
7th Tradition: 
Everybody knows, go to the website and PayPal 
 

Anniversaries: 
Woodie, December 2nd, 38 years 
 
AA related Announcements: 
Andrew, there is going to be Alca-thons at the Serenity Club. Christy, if you want to put that in the Plain & Straight. It will be open all night 
Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve there is a dance from nine to midnight and midnight to sun up there will be meetings. 



 
Connie, Blind Pass is starting an Alca-thon beginning Wednesday the 23rd, 5:30 pm. Meeting will run from morning till 11:30pm, the 23th, 24th, 
25th and the 26th all the way through Sunday. We will do it again through New Year’s Day. We are also hosting a Christmas dinner beginning 
at 1:00 till 4:00. 
 

Motion to Adjourn: 
Brandy entertained a motion to adjourn,  
Woodie make a motion to adjourn the meeting, Cary 2nd  
All in Favor – All 
No opposed 
 
Close with Responsibility Statement: 
Brandy, everyone help me close this meeting with the responsibility statement 
 
Meeting closed: 8:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


